ACA

EXCLUSIVE TO

COLLECTION
Introducing the ACA Nurture Collection, for
the best in spring and foam technology.
The pairing of the 5 zoned Miracoil
Advanced spring system and Titanium
GelFoam provides a comfortable and
supportive sleep surface that helps to
regulate your sleep temperature, so you
can reclaim your amazing.
sleepys.com.au

TESTED AND ENDORSED BY THE ACA
To ensure you’re sleeping healthy every night, this collection is tested and endorsed by the Australian Chiropractors
Association (ACA). Sleepy’s and SleepMaker work closely with the ACA to ensure these mattresses are carefully created for
full body and spinal support, relaxation of the muscles and even weight distribution across the mattress.

THERMAL PERFORMANCE
With the latest foam technology, the Titanium GelFoam delivers increased support, resilience and durability. Titanium
helps to strengthen the cell structure of the foam to significantly reduce evidence of fatigue under pressure. The addition
of titanium gel particles improves the thermal conductivity to allow for heat to be transferred away from the body.

ACA NURTURE 200

ACA NURTURE 300

MIRACOIL ADVANCED
SPRING SYSTEM
SleepMaker’s Miracoil Advanced Spring
System is designed so the continuous
coil contours to the natural curves of
the spine for a cradling affect. The 5
zoned support structure allows for
stress relief on the back, hips and
shoulders for a healthy night’s sleep.

ACA NURTURE 400

A V A I LAB LE S IZE S

Sleepy’s 60 Night Comfort Exchange Guarantee
Rest Easy! From the day your bed is delivered, you have
60 nights to ensure the mattress is right for you. If within
60 nights you are not happy with your new mattress, our
friendly consultants will be happy to discuss an alternative
mattress solution*.

sleepysaus

sleepysaus

SleepysTheMattressExperts

sleepys.com.au

sleepy’s the mattress experts

Free Old Mattress Removal
When Sleepy’s deliver your new
mattress, we can take away your old
mattress at no charge, because we
understand that service continues
after you leave the store.

Australian Made Mattresses
Sleepy’s proudly supports local
manufacturers and suppliers.
All of our mattresses are
Australian made.
* Conditions apply. See staff or www.sleepys.com.au for more details.

Reclaim Your Sleep, Reclaim Your Amazing.

